
Analytic Algorithm Analysis - Some Rules

Below are a few rules that guide the Time analysis for an algorithm with parameter
n. Usually, n refers to a number of objects processed by the algorithm, but it is impor-
tant to note the context in which n applies to the algorithm. For instance, we might be
sorting n elements; we might be solving a system of n equations; we might be checking
for primes in the first n integers; we might be counting the integer divisors found in the
first n integers; we might be determining the shortest path through a weighted graph of
n nodes and m edges; etc. Actually, many algorithms depend on more than one param-
eter. We might encounter, for instance, the expression T (n, r,m), reflecting a model for
which the values of each of the three parameters has an obvious influence on the time
complexity of the algorithm. For the most part, what we say below can be extended
from one variable to many variables. Therefore what follows is a discussion of the single
variable case, which we refer to as n.

In performing a time complexity analysis of an algorithm with parameter n, our goal
is to determine the function T (n). One approach, which we might describe as ‘experi-
mental’ or ‘observational’ is to write a program, run it for several values of n, noting the
time elapsed for each of the several values of n. Given the set of data points (n, T (n))
from our several experiments, we might plot these points and see the potential relation
to be described by the function T (n). If such a relation is not obvious, we might employ
a variety of tools in order to determine T (n). For instance, plotting the points on Excel
or another similar tool, we might be able to produce a very specific function. Using a
Least Squares approach might yield a function as well. For that matter, there are a num-
ber of interpolation tools using different accuracy criteria which might be used. There
are problems with these approaches, some obvious, some subtle. The elapsed times we
measure will certainly vary depending on such factors as type of computer, programming
language, and implementation of algorithm (including choice of data structures used).
But a few more subtle factors could include the number of other programs on your com-
puter competing for processor time, or functions, subroutines, or methods used in some
languages which themselves implement component algorithms which themselves have
unknown complexity! This might happen, for instance, in naively choosing a function,
subroutine, or method from some API, where the design and algorithm of the function,
subroutine or method is not clear.

Another kind of approach is more analytic. In a nutshell, we simply count each exe-
cutable command, measuring the elapsed time of each distinct command, and just add
up all the times to produce an overall elapsed time of execution. For instance, if an algo-
rithm requires 5 additions, each requiring 12 ns., and 8 divisions, each requiring 17 ns.,
our entire algorithm requires 5 · 12 + 8 · 17 = 196 ns. Of course, counting is a great idea,
but unfortunately most algorithms requires a great many operations of a wide variety
of types. So one by one counting is not practical. We need a more orderly framework
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from which to determine the time complexity. Finally, it’s very important to realize
that we are NOT seeking a specific number of seconds required to run an algorithm.
The many random factors and influences make this impossible. Indeed, we might run a
single program 25 times using precisely the same data each time, only to find that each
time we ran the program resulted in distinct run time each time! What we DO seek,
then, is to see how the elapsed time increases as the number of elements, n, increases.
For instance, if the time it takes for the same algorithm to run with n and then 10n
elements, the elapsed time increase from T to 100T , we might conclude that T (n) is a
quadratic function of n, and we might say T (n) = O(n2). But more specifically, this
type of analysis might produce a function, T (n) as specific as T (n) = c2n

2 + c1n + c0,
or T (n) = c1n log(n) + c2n + c3. To do this work, we rely on various premises:

1. Simple commands or Blocks of simple commands: Most simple ac-
tions require a constant elapsed time to execute. For instance, int x = 3,
r = Math.pow(3.0, 2.0), print(x), i + +, if (w == 2), etc, all take a certain
amount of time. This time might vary from computer to computer, language to
language, etc. But generally, in the absence external factors, the time required
to execute any such command will always be approximately the same. We might
even say that this time is a constant, say c, c1, caddition, etc.

A block is a logical group of commands. The time expected to execute a block
is essentially the sum of the times required to execute each individual command
comprising the block. If the block consists of simple commands such as we list
above, we might simply use a single constant to express the overall elapsed time
required for that entire block. Note: technically speaking, a block could consist
of only ONE or even ZERO simple commands. This suggests that in general, any
time we refer to a “block”, it simply implies some group of commands somehow
logically related and in contiguous order.

2. Iteration: For, While, Do-while: An iterative loop repeats a block some
number of times, say m. If the time required of the block is Tblock, then the time
required for the loop is given by m · Tblock.

3. If, Conditional Branches: Suppose we have an “if”, “switch-case”, or any
other decision structure with one or more independent branches, Bk, k = 1...m.
Each branch has a time complexity given by Tk. Then the complexity of the deci-
sion structure is given by maxTk for k = 1...m.
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